The data reported here were taken at a center-of-mass energy of 29
GeV with the MARK II detector at the PEP storage ring of the Stanford Linear Acc.e.terator c·en:ter and' correspond to an integrated luminosity of 15000 events/nb. The essential features of the MARK II detector have been described previouslys. liquid argon modules and of the energies of charged particles as measured in the drift chamber. Since we d~ not distinguish between particle masses, a pion mass has been assigned to all charged particles.
The fiducial volume for this measurement is taken to be -0.7 cos9 < 0.7, where 9 is the angle with respect to the incident beams, and the entire azimuthal acceptance with the exception of.eight gaps of 6° width corresponding to the edges of the lead-liquid argon calorimeter modujes.
With the'above selection criteria, 3000 events have tracks inside the fiducial volume.
The energy weighted cross section for observing the energy E in the solid angle dn and the energy E' in the solid angle dn' is defined by:
The first sum is over all pairs of particles in the solid angles dn and dn' while the se4on~ sum runs over all N events. The total hadronic cross section is denoted by a~ , and the center-of-mass energy is~
In this Letter we will study this cross section as a function of the angle x between dn and dn'. In order to obtain the cross section given in Eq. (1) The sum over all external angles keeping the ~pening angle x fixed gives the following cross section:
This corrected cross section summed over all pairs of particles inside the fiducial volume is . shown in Fig. 1 as a function of cosx 6 The pe~ks at cosx = +1 and -1 show the tendency of the events to form into two back-to-hack jets.
Studying the deviations of the data from a two jet structure requires comparison with a detailed theoretical calculation.
The cross section as defined in Eq. (1) dOdO'. = "i6rr A(X,cts)(2+cos 6+cos 6') + B(X,cts)(cosx+cos6cos6')) ( 3) The direct4on of a particle with respect to· the· beam is given by the polar angle ~-the f~nctions A and 8 have been calculated in the framework of perturbative QCD to first order in «s and they depend only on " and «s. They describe the energy correlation of a quark, antiquark and a gluon, according to the two external angular terms. In the partonic In order to compare the theory with an experiment, in which hadrons are observed instead of partons, a nonperturbative correction has to be added to account for t~e fragmentation of partons into hadrons3. The fragmentation of the qq-process is in leading order symmetric around 90° and is accounted for by an additional term added to A.
been estimated to first order in 1/JS as:
This term has (4) A second fragmentation term for events with a gluon radiated off a qu•·.rk or an anti quark (qqg) has to be added to A. The dominant effect due to this fragmentation is to spread the correlation at 0° to larger values of the angle x. This term is asymmetric with respect to goo since for these three jet events there is no jet at 180°. Equation (5) is only an estimate of the net contribution from qqg-fragmentation,· but it agrees well with a Monte Carlo simulation in the angular range 0° < X ( 80°. For angles > 80° the actual shape of ~he fragmentation term is less important since it is small there. As will be shown below, the addition of a fragmentation term like Eq. (5) is necessary in order to describe the data. Hote that all terms which are asymmetric about x = goo come from three-parton processes and are thus proportional to «sin this model.
The solid curve in Fig. 1 is the result of a fit of Eqs. There are two other sources of uncertainty which are not included in the error estimate because, in. some sense·, they are beyond the level We wish to acknowlege stimulating discussions with' l. Der Deutsche Akademische Austauschdienst, Bonn, Germany (B~ L.), The Our result is in good agreement with several determinations of a 5 Miller Institute for Basic Research in Science. Berkeley, California (G. made at PETRAI0-13 from the observed number of 3-jet events, transverse H. T.), the Institute of High Energy Physics. Academia Sinica. Beijing, momentum distributions and the thrust distributions. The PLUTO grou~ has China CY. W. and G. z.), The Swiss National ~cience Foundation (M. W.), also determined a 5 from a fit to the full energy correlation function of and the Hat ion a 1 Science roundat i o'n (C. Z.). Eq. (3) . The values of «s from all these experiments are. summarized in Table I . In this comparison one has to keep in mind that the systematic uncertainties come not only from different experimental methods but also from different treatment of the fragmentation.
The energy correlation method treats the fragmentation with a global parametrization. whereas the other methods rely on Monte 'carlo simulations.
In conclusion, the energy correlation cross section allows us to ...
